ADMINISTRATORS AND INSTRUCTORS

Ensure your students make the most of their board preparation with the online medical and healthcare specialty resource backed by more than 5,000 leading institutions. BoardVitals administrative features make it quick and easy for faculty to track and share performance progress as a proactive remediation tool or organizational resource. Content covers over 70 specialties, including specifications for Nursing, Residents, Attending Physicians, Allied Health, Podiatry, Dentistry, and more.

ADMINISTRATIVE FEATURES

Create Classes: Faculty can create classes to send corresponding assignments and exams and share updates with co-instructors—Training Video: How to Create Classes for Instructors.

Monitor Student Usage: Track and monitor student use as a proactive remediation tool for decreased engagement or data collection resource related to competency milestones.

Add Delegates to Classes: Anyone assigned as a delegate to a class will receive any correspondence sent—Training Video: Add Delegates to Classes for Instructors.

Track Student Performance: View in-depth reporting by subject area, peer rank, and average response-time to effectively gauge exam readiness and stay on top of student progress throughout the term—Training Video: How to View Student Performance by Class.

Mark Individual Questions: Mark questions or send entire categories of questions to students to highlight a particular concept in need of review or reference point for in-class discussions.

Create & Send Exams: Faculty can create and send customized exams across sub-topics, specific content, or broad diagnostic categories—Training Video: How to Create and Send Exams and How to Create an Exam Template.

ABOUT BOARDVITALS

BoardVitals helps healthcare practitioners and students train for certification and recertification exams, in-service exams and meet continuing education requirements across more than 70 health and medical specialties. BoardVitals brings content from universities, top healthcare professionals, and major publishers into a single platform, creating the largest training ecosystem in health and medicine. BoardVitals contributors are experts from top-tier academic and practicing clinicians.
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